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recently
of

through concerted

and
directed efforts Is the
.
hope of the age, and very-bod- y
expects to take a hanrl in "running
thirss." Democracy is in the ascendant.
Only business enterprises and the busl-np- .i
side or Institutions in general have
any trace of the monarchlal left. Universities have in their essential life become
probably most deeply and in a most peculiar- way Imbued wHh this spirit of the
times. The activities of the undergraduate are dominant. As a body and in
groups they have learned to control and
to consummate many things: creditable
and even necessary, too, these interest
are. Their college spirit centers upon
these student affiilrs. These absorb the
best portion of their vitality. Only the
residues are left for the laboratory, the
lecture room and the library.
Thle expansion and deflection of the tide
of university life is quite In keeping with
the tendencies of the age. Nevertheless, a
problem of deepest significance results
'
from the situation. For at the tame time
that the more serious side of university
life was being weakened the outside
world was moving on.
The organization of noctcty was becoming exceedlng- , ly complex.
Inventions and discoveries
i were greatly, advanced.
Necessarily then
j for
efficiency and achievement In this
I new age the power to think
closely, com-- I
Tirehensivety and deeply is demanded as
f 1t
never was required before. But the
I majors taken in
these .student activities
vield readiness and practical experience
white the world'", affairs demand a severer and more definite discipline. The
affairs of the outside world are affected
bv an almnst unlimited past, by a complex of force, and bv a complication
'
of processes to which those of the
puny realm of student affairs bear no
comparison. The wielding of influence
In one will not suffice for leadership
the other. A largest possible range
of faculties must be quickened to
suffice for the wider world, and they
must he strengthened as only sys
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tematic, definite and
study can.

long-continu- ed

Not only is there this widening disparity between what the university
now gives and what the world needs,
but the university is becoming more
and more exclusively the Institution
upon which the outside world must
re)y to develop professionals In efficiency and achievement. Through the
very progress made In the sciences
and the arts the keys of destiny are
being placed In the hands of the deties. Any suggestion for the
velopment of adequate power, skill and
spirit by the university to play this
role surely is justified.
How can the university maintain the
part of the lending agency through which
unl-ver-

st

the. promise of American life will be-.
For this. I believe, three futi.Inroental requisites must be realized In
the university:
1.
Nothing less than the discovery
aiid utilization of that process of
education through which the inherent possibilities of the university, as
an institution, will be fully realized
must be provided'.
1. All the forces at the command of
and
the university must be unified upon
brought to bear most effectively
university
purpose
the
of
main
the
the training for efficiency and achievement In the actual conditions of the outside world.
i. The university must espouse Its
true mission that of social salvation,
the realization of the democratic Ideal.
fulfilled?-

.

imt-vt-rsl- ty

Recent discussions ot university problems reveal a dawning appreciation of
the fact that the Inherent possibilities
of the university will be realized only as
regard Is had to Its associated life. The
real vitality of the university Is conceded
to reside In the nature of the Interplay
memberof mind and purpose among
ship. The character and stamp of the
university are determined by what it Is
President
as a living association.
lowell. ot Harvard, opened his Inaugthe dicto
a
reference
with
ural address
tum of Aristotle that man. by nature.
on
to say
is a social animal, and went
order to develop his powers
that "'it is Inbeing
that the American
as a social
lege
The Idea that the well- spring of the service of the university
must be developed in its associated life
more than In the Individual achievements
..f its elite, is especially emphasized by
Woodrow Wileon in his paper on "What
For?" In the November
3s a College
Seribner. "Education," he says, "does
not consist in courses of study. It consists in vital assimilation, of knowledge,
and mode of life, for the college, as for
the individuals is nine parts of digestion."
Only that influence and activity of the
university that permeates to the inner
Only life can touch life in
life, counts.
n
the higher realms of Inspiration,
and saving purpose. In Its life
then, as a social unit of a unique order,
is the efficiency of the university to be
sought.
Only some ten days ago at the Installation exercises of President Shank-ll- n.
of "Wesleyan University, a similar
conception of the essential character of
the university was Indicated by two of
the speakers. President Shanklin charas
acterized the German university
standing for scholarship, the English for
culture, and the unconscious spirit of
the American, ho thought, was expressed
Senator Ellhu
by the word "service."
Root la also reported as saying that "the
pendulum had swung too far In the way
of Instructing men to do one thing for
themselves Instead of educating them to
for the world by being
do great things
great men. "
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but parts of Its life, very conscious
con-

They should
and active parts.
sciously live its whole life not under
Referring to this situation of vanished masters, as in school, and yet associatdaily fashion with
Intellectual cohesion. President Lowell ed In some Intimatelearning:
so that
their masters in
says: "We must construct a new solidarmay not seem one thing and
ity to replace that which is gone. The learning.
life another. The organizations whose
task before us is to frame a system objects lie outside study should be but
which, without sacrificing individual vaparts of the whole, not set against it,
but included In It. All this can be acriation too much, or neglecting the pursuit of different scholarly interests, shall complished by a comparatively simple
change of organization which will
produce an intellectual and social cohemaster and pupil members of the
sion, at least among large groups of stu- make
family, upon
same free,
dents, and points of contact among all. natural terms of intimacy."
This task is not confined to any one college, although more urgent in the case
This suggestion for university reof those that have grown the largest a,nd form is surely startling in its thorhave been moving most rapidly. A numoughness: the method advocated is
ber of colleges are feeling their way to- heroic. It reveals a glowing- sense of
ward a more definite structure, and, the importance that the college should
since the problem before them Is in many
fail of its purpose. And yet such
cases the same, it Is fortunate that they anotuniversity
family
its multitudiare assisting one another by approaching nous membership andwith
necessarily artiit from somewhat different directions."
regimen
hardly
his
would
ficial
The process of university education at hope. Study and life might realize
under an
its best should realize a spontaneous and
ardent interplay of mind on the highest
plans. The university has the picked rep.
resentatlves of its community and they
rnoKKsso" npprrES wnosK -- i
are plastic and growing and just attainVELT'S DOtTBIXE.
ing the maturity of their mental strength.
These select spirits also have as their university responsibilities large liberalizing
and humanzing problems challenging their
mettle. The university constituted as It
thus, is should be competent to arrive at
J?
a community of interests in which mental
contact, association and interstimulation
most salutary would be realized, and a
vital assimilation of most substantial
knowledge secured. At any rate the renaissance of a solidarity of. intellectual
Interests must e realized to bring the
university tip to the high-watmark ot
efficiency.
Passing on to another requisite for securing to the university its normal high
a
estate of social service: the
of university study a the major interest of the students, or to use the met.
aphor of President Wilson of Princeton
to secure again the leading attractions for
the main tent of the circus. Referring to
the fraternities, athletic activities, glee
clubs and other organizations and interests, he says: "The sideshows are so numerous and. so diverting so important. If
you' will that they have swallowed up
the circus, and those who perform in the
main tent must often whistle for their
audiences, discouraged and humiliated.
VProbably the best procedure for getting
at the salient features of this problem will
Scott ? - tIbh.
be that of tracing the development of it.
NEW YORK, Dec. 11. (SpeWith the displacement of the large dorcial.) In the absence of
mitories and the abandonment of the colRoosevelt.
Professor
lege refectories of "commons." the stuScott Nearing. of Philadelphia,
dents were under the . necessity of shifthas assailed his doctrine. Professor
ing' for themselves. It was the opportuNearing says the rearing of big
nity of the college fraternity, and that
lamilles increases the cost of living. He says woman was not
Institution has made the most of it. Most
vigorous organizations have grown up and
Intended for the rearing of large
assumed the home needs of the underfamilies but for the rearing of a
graduate, and naturally a large part of
smaller number of children In the
elements of i "d citizenship.
his intellectual and social Interests are
there centered. And, further, the Initiative and energy and competitive spirit of
the undergraduate blossomed out in many
other lines of activity that are most saluenvironment thus created be identitary as diversions, but questionable as fied,
but would the life thus experithe more serious and major Interests. The enced have the desired approximation
versatile undergraduates were left to or- to the conditions of the life outside for
ganize their own lives cast adrift as they which it was inten-deto prepare?
were, they had to organize and that life
The problem of kindling life in uniand not the deeper interests of the univerversity work is a problem of having life
sity has come to dominate their thoughts, seen and felt through the university
their imaginations and their favorite pur- studies normal. Inspiring and achieving
poses."
life. This realized, there will be no need
to escape the distracting influences of
fraternities and other competing InPresident Wilson would recover the the
terests of the undergraduates, for all will
position of dignity and
come to the support of the then leading
for the distinctively university, work interest "and there would be unity and
and relegate "the side shows," without subordination to the higher. This vision
discrediting them, to their natural ot life no doubt could be caught from the
teachers in the intimate association adplace as diversions, by means of uniby President Wilson in so far as
versity reorganization.
His sugges vocated
tion is as follows: "The fundamental the teachers themselves under such conpossessed
vision of life. But why
thing to be accomplished in the new ditions
get direct contact? This vitalizing
organization Is, that. Instead of the not can
best be touched and felt through
heterogeneous corfgerles of petty or- life
ganizations It now Is, Instead of being the studies by bringing them up close to
world's needs.
actual
allowed to go to pieces In a score of the
m
a
fractions free to cast off from the
Referring particularly to state univerwhole as they please. It should be
drawn together again to a single uni- sities, why not have them set about to
versity family of which the teachers accomplish the purpose for which they
shall be as natural and as intimate were established? They were created to
members as the undergraduates.
The renew the life of the people of the state.
life" of the college should not be sep
Let them gtve: vocational training, but
arated from its chief purposes'and most have it charged with the deepest sense
essential objects, should not be con
of obligation to the work of social bettrasted with Its duties and In rivalry terment. It was the consciousness of
with them. The two should be but this peculiar relation of a state univertwo sides of one and the same thing: sity to its people that constrained
a
the association of men. young and old, bishop to bespeak a. few weeks ago from
for serious mental endeavor, and also, the university platform for the state
in the Intervals of work, for every institutions the sway of the future.
wholesome sport and diversion. Under
An institution that would frankly and
graduate life should not be in rivalry fully espouse this mission would have all
things added unto It. Intellectual soland contrast with undergraduate duties: undergraduates should not be idarity and recognized
of
merely In attendance upon the college. Its work over all other interests would
self-govern-

er
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Every organ of your body Is governed by a network
,nere wires. These nerves convey the power which
runs the human machine. This power is called .nerve
force. Nerve force Is nothing but electricity. The reason any organ becomes weak is because the nerves which
control It lack electricity, or nerve force, the motive power
of your body. This lack of nerve force is shown by
weakness of any kind, whether in the stomach, liver, kidneys, heart or other organs.
If your memory is poor,
confidence and nerve all
Cone; sleep restless: it
you suffer frequent headaches and your eyes are
The university process, then, is a social dull and heavy, it shows
process that does not stop short ot transyour supply of nerve
forming men. To achieve such tvrofound that
Is depleted.
force
principle
of
all
the
results It must utilise
So many men try to
. for each and each for all directed to the
highest ends of life. Its organization build up nerve force by
must evoke the most intimate interplay doping their stomachs with
of thought and purpose, it must amount
to a life process fully socialized.
What makes it doubly sure that this
new conception of the essential life of
the university is to be counted with Is
the fact that both Presidents IxWell and
Wilson do not so much set It up as a
theory to prove as they are led to it In
their diagnoses of the cause of the low
ebb of Intellectual ideals in the univer
sity of today.
In the college of the old type, with its
classical culture, there was perfect Intel
lectual contact and solidarity. With a
common mental pabulum, the daily asso
elation of young men with minds alert
would bring about a vital assimilation of
the matters brought before them In their
common courses of study, with the in
troduction of election In studies, there
was a divergence In courses pursued by
the Individual students and an Intellectual Isolation. The old solidarity In distinctively
Interests
waa
educational
broken down. This Is far from intimating
that there should be a return to the old
classical culture.
We arc in another world, greater,
grander, mere enlightened and nobler far
than that ot the Greeks and Romans. At
any rate, we have drifted so far away
from that world that there is no possibility of leaping over into il: and. more
than-that- ,
it falls to the university ' to be
mentor and guide for communities and
states, with their present mme of instl
tutlons, interests and activities, that man
may not lose his foothold or his
course

be won and those who would not, such

a spirit animating an institution, respond
to the fullest measure of their powers
would not, of course, be university students. Moreover, such an institution
would not have to pack its membership
together, as President Wilson suggests,
to keep them inoculated with the proper
spirit and interest. Its higher purpose
would draw all Into a living and effective
unity. The life of the state at large impressed by Its example and influenced by
its prestige would be won to the same
spirit and endeavor.
Such a practical ideal of service
would liberalize rather than narrow its
scholarship and culture. For with Its
better vision it would view the everyday interests and the heritages of its
people as Tennyson did the "flower in
the crannied wall." and as Carlyle did
the humble Scotch kirk in the vale.
In losing itself tn the work of public
uplift the university would gain a soul.
Each department would be at work
upon some line of social heritage, some
legacy of Institutions that it might
vitalize and to renew that element in

our civilization. A most Important interest for each department would he
the raising of the efficiency of the
schools that are sending on Installments of the youth to us.
Of course the efforts of the State
University are not to be confined to
the interests of our commonwealth.
We are a unit as a Nation. The National organization has in charge interests fraught with the weal or woe
con
of us all. The BallUisrer-Pinehtroversy Is representative, too, of an
Irrepressible conflict. In It are involved
issues affecting our National destiny
profoundly than did those of
the sixties. We need not expect war,
but war does not settle deeper Issues.
This controversy designated by the
names of two men is not a personal affair. Jt would not fade if Plnchot
should leave the forestry service. His
cause carries with it the destinies of
democracy.
Exploitation has been our
National watchword. We so far have
slid along in our National course.
From now on it must be a climb if our
Nation Is to hold Its position among
the nations of the earth. It means
conservation and betterment, not merely of our natural resources but also of
our racial and also of opportunity to
the lowliest. This must be our National passion from henceforth, for it spells
righteousness, and the universities
must be its prophets.
ot
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NOVEL PLEA SETTLES CASE
Impersonator of rimkrn Man Declares He Is Sober Off Stage.
PARIS. Dec.

10.

(Special.) The law has

just been interpreted in a curious way in
favor of a variety actor. He is known
on the Paris stage as a successful comedian, and his specialty is the impersonation of drunkards. It happened that his
lodgings were destroyed by a fire, which
he attributed to the negligence ' of a
plumber. Vhose employer he sued for
damage!?.
The plumber, in defense, alleged that the actor had no doubt upset
the stove when in the state in which he
was usually seen on the stage.
Counsel for the plaintiff made short
work of the weak defense, and explained
that it was notorious that comedians
who were exuberantly gay on the stage
were exceedingly grave in private life;
and. vice versa,- that tragedians were
usually the most amusing of people when

WOMEN B00SJF0R STATE
Club or Fair Portlanders Will Do AH
It Can to Advertise Section.
The Business Women's Club of Port-Kin- d
has for Its object the distribution
and circulation of Oregon literature.
The organization is composed of business women who have united with the
central idea fo helpfulness and educaalong
all
tion
lines of business.
Special attention is given by the club

to the work of federation with similar
organizations throughout the state, and
to the educational entertainment programmes to be prepared for club meetings.
The officers of the Business Women's Club of .Portland are: President,
Mrs. L. B. Bartlett;
Mrs.
;
L. Bronson-Salmo- n
recording Secretary, Miss Frances E. Gottshall; treasurer. Miss H. F. Tinny; corresponding
secretary. Miss LInna Richardson;
press correspondent, Mrs. Julia La
at club headBarre. Oregon literature
quarters, room 2. Selling-Hirsc- h
Building.
vice-preside-

In the Collecting Une.
London Globe.
The Repertoire General des
furnishes some interesting
Collec-tionneu-

nerve-feedin-

r,

"JOHN MORROW.
"R. F. D. No.-- 2, Box 31,
Halsey,- - Oregon."
"Since using your
I am feeling Hke
a new man, and whenever
I have the opportunity I
recommend It to others.
Elec-tro-.Vig- or

"Tours with thanks.
"H. D. FITCH.'"
"Willola.

Idaho."

I GIVE IT FREE
Get my 100 - page book
describing Electro - Vigor,
..
illustrated with photos of
developed men and
fully
Women, showing how it Is
applied. This book tells
in
plain language many
tilings you want to know and gives
a
pf
good,
lot
wholesome advice for men.
I'll send this book, prepaid, free, if you will mail me
"this coupon.
Office Ho lira - A. 'm. to S:SO 1. M. Tuesdays and
Saturrtsra Till P. M. Sundays 10 to 1.
S- -

G. HALL CO.

1211 Second Ave, Seattle, Vaah.
Please send me, prepaid, your free,
trated book.
100-pa-

.

NOTHING TO PAY

Are yon losing- your ambition ?
Have you dull headaches or pain
at the bas of the brain?
Are you very nervous and irritable, with a feeling you want to
be alone?
Are you restless and sleepless?
Are you gloomy, with a fear of
dread from no apparent cause?
Have you palpitation of the heart,
is your circulation poor? '
Do you have hot flashes?
Do you feel you are not the man
you once were?
If so, you don't want to remain
in this condition. Tou need special
treatment to act direct on the seat
of this trouble. Gome and have a
friendly talk with me.
Not a DollorNeedBePaid
Come today to the SUCCESSFUL Specialist, who will cure you Until You Are Satisfied
quickly and permanently,, and at a My Fees Va for Short Time
price within your means.
I NEVER DISAPPOINT MY
-

UNLESS CURED

KlDVEl AMI BLADDER DISK ASKS
With these diseases you may
have more complications than an
presented bjr any othfr diseased organs.
By my searching: Illumination of tne bladder I determine accurately
microsthe disease and byurinalysis
copical examination
and
I make doubly sure the condition of
the kidneys, thus laying; foundations for scieniflc treatment.
SERVOIS DGCLI.VB. '
' areCerebro.
where ths mental force
Impaired.
Polnal. where the
spinal centers are- involved. Vital,
sympathetic nervous syswhere
the
tem is deranged by reflex effects
of disease. I treat these) conditions
and all ailments induced by nervous
complications and excesses and put
you on the right
traok, restoring
the conditions essential to your
future life and happiness.

,..'..,.

Va-ricos-

specialist

t

QUICK, SURE AND LASTING

BBR11A

(Rl'PTfRE).

Disregard of existing- hernia
has cost many lives. The smallest hernias are the most dangerous to life because of the Increased liability to stra.ngula-tioI cure rupture in selected
cases with perfect safety and
entail no suffering-- and do not
detain- you from business, under
guarantee. Many cases cured in
one treatment.
PILES AKD FISTl'LA.
The sequelae of these afflictions are distressing nervous reflexes and painful conditions. I
cure you
without evttlaig.
cure Itleswithoit
pain or deten- I
tion from business under guar- -

'

I concentrate my families on a
single line of diseases. J treat
Hernia, Nervous Decline,
Kidney and Bladder Ailments,
Skin Diseases and ALLIED AILMENTS OF MEN. I am certainly
prepared to cure by experience and
equipment, which are the keystones to success. I have the
medical office in the city.
Contact with many patients has
me practical knowledge. I
riven records
to show that I have
treated more rases in my specialty
than any other
in
America.
A fw hours or days under my
may add years and
health to your life. If yon are suffering from disease I will examine
you, if necessary to make a microscopical and chemical analysis of
secretions to detect pathological
and bacteriological condition. Every gentleman should take this
opportunity to learn his true condition. .
best-equipp- ed

A AM FOR MEN

PATIENTS AND MY CURES ARE

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
IN CURING AILMENTS

n.

-

VARICOSES

illus-

. .,

HVDROCELR

Impaired vitality. ,1 daily demonstrate that Varicoses and Hydrocele-cabe cured, in nearly all cases,
treatment, tn such a satisfactory way that the diseased parts
are preserved and strengthened,
pain ceases, swelling subsides, a
healthy circulation is rapidly reestablished, and Instead of the depressing conditions I guarantee you
a cure or refund the money.
by-on-

.

BLOOD mSKASF..

Scientific treatment only shoulrt
ba used in combating this loathsome
condition. I cure Rlood Disease by
Specific. I introduce
it Into the blood, which it reorganises, neutralizing and expelling disease. My treatment drives the taint
out Instead of locking it In. Don't
welt until too late. Be cured la
time.

Nueleii-Atox-

yi

Consultation, Examination and Expert Diagnosis Free
I

MY PRESENT FEES WITHIN ANY MAN'S REACH. CONSULT ME (FREE)
Don't Let Money Matters or Modesty Keep You From Being Cured. Call.
do not Patch Up." I Cure to Stay Cured. Do Not Delay. Call or Write Today. I Diagnose by Exclu- sion. No Mistakes Made. Expert Medical Examination Free, Whether You Take Treatment or Not.

MUSEUM TOR MEN ONLY IT SHOWS PLAINLY
HEALTH AND DISEASE NO MINORS ALLOWED.
Medicines furnished from our own laboratory for the convenience and privacy of our patients; from

FREE

FREE

$1.50 to $6.50 a course.

CONSULTATION AND ADVICE FREE. TERMS reasonable and made to suit the convenience of the
patient. Our services are within the reach of everyone. If you cannot CALL, write for
Wank and free literature. Many cases can be. cured at home. "OFFICE HOURS, 9 A.- M. to 8 P. M. daily;
-

Sundays, 10 to J2 M. only.

OREGON MEDICAL INST.
particulars of those whose pastime is
collecting various objects. This De
Gotha of collectors contains 10,500
names and addresses, and they are thus
Autographs, manuscripts,
classified:
303; collections of pocketbooks, ancient
and modern. 143: possessors of libra

2911 - 2 Morrison St, Bet Fourth and

Fifth

PORTLAND, OREGON

(books of
ries, 4055: lovers
the virtuoso), 486; artistic china, 839;
drawings, etchings, engravings, 1745;
heraldic book plates, 374; historic military costumes. 422; natural history in
all its branches (botanical, entomological, etc.). 1452: miniatures, shells. 352:

and musical instruments, 123;
numismatists, 294; objects of art ot all
kinds, 2001; objects of art and of great
curiosity to archaeloglsts. 1168: pictures, sculptures. 1366: fiscal stamps
and postage stamps (Important collections). 190; hunting, fencing, sport. 244.
music

OF MEN
AILMENT
My
Is Largest
I

Because
Practice
Invariably Fulfill My Promises

There is a popular impVession that specialists' fees are exorbitant. If such
be true, we wish to state that it is not applicable to us. On the contrary, our
very large practice and unusual facilities for treating1 men enable us to offei th
very best treatment inexpensively.
A physician is not entitled to his fee in advance. "We are the only specialists
in the West who conduct business on these principles.

Not a Dollar Asked for Until a
Cure Is Effected
This is not limited in time or conditional in character.

g,

Name
Address

--

rs

comfortably worn next to the body during the night and
gives out a continuous stream of that strength-building
force which is the basis of all health.
"I am glad to say with a willing heart that I am
cured, and that Electro-Vigo- r
did the work. I will recommend It to any one whenever I get an opportunity.
yours truly,
"APIS GOUDT..
"Fort Slmcoe, Wash."
"Replying to your inquiry will say that I am
getting along nicely with
Electro-VigoI have used
it tor one month and all
pains have left my knees
and shoulders and I feel
like a new man.
"Yours truly,

DR.

How to Get Well
and Keep So

Exhausted,
Nerve Tired

oft stage. The court apparently indorsed
this1 view by giving its decision in favor
of the actor. It concluded that the "professional tippler" on the stage was probably the soberest of men In his own home.

It is Impossible.

What the nerves require is
nourishment nerve food. If
there was any nourishment
in drugs, they might do
some good, but 'you know
there is' not. Drugs are
drugs, stimulants, narcotics, antidotes, poisons, not
electricity is nerve
food
food nerve life. It soaks
Into your nerves and is
taken up by them just as
a sponge absorbs water. It
nourishes and vitalizes the
parts which drugs cannot
reach.
'Every dose of drugs that you put into your stomach
weaken your nerves. Every time you kill a. pain or an
ache by stupefying the nerves with poisonous drugs
you are hurting them, and any one can see that in time,
by steady dosing, your nervous system will be completely
broken down.
Electro-Vigo- r
i a relief from the old system of' drugging. It does, by natural means, what you cannot expect
drugs to do by unnatural means. It gives back to the
nerves and organs the power they have lost, which Is
their life.
Eloctro-Vigo- r
is not an electric belt. It Is
body battery, and makes its own power. It is easily.

A PLAIN TALK ON MEN'S AILMENTS

-

How I Restore Nerve Force

invlg-oratlo-

10OD.

DR. TAYI.OIt,
The Leading Sprclallx.

Why Old Methods Fail and Why My Methods Cure
methods of treating men's ailments failed because they were wrong aud unscientific.
treatment cure because they are so thoroughly riglit as to meet every requirement.
But it will be well to enter into details somewhat, and tell you wherein the old is wrong and the new is right.
employed are wrong because based upon vague ideas as to the nature of the
First, the
ailments they are intended .to cure. Second, because they are relics of an era in medical csience that dealth
harshly with disease and failed to recognize the fact that Nature's own laws govern in sickness as well as in
health. Fill a well person's system with harsh, drastic and irritating drugs and you disorder to some extent
every bodily function. The same violence to the sick is even more harmful. The physicians of a few generations ago did not realize this. They regarded all disorder as something to be dealt severely with, and they
indulged in violent dosing, cutting, bleeding and burning.
My methods of treating men's ailments cure because they have been developed in the light of accurate
knowledge, and because they do no more than gently assist Nature in removing disorder aud establishing health.
I have no need for the knife or poisonous dosing, or for harsh and painful treatment of any sort. The magnitude of my practice, which is many times that of any other specialist in the West in treating men's ailments,
stands as monumental testimony. to the success of my treatment. Men afflicted with ailments may come to me
fearing neither pain nor failure, for all my methods are mild and harmless, and I will not accept a case unless
1 know that a permanent enre will follow.The

ed

My own original forms of
measures-commonl-

-

.

Expert Medical Aid NowSeek
contracted

AILMENTS
Every contracted ailment I treat
is thoroughly cured: my patients
havR no relapses. When I pronounce a case cured there is not a
particle of inflammation remaining and there is not the slightest
danger that the disorder will returnway
in its original form or work
its
into the general system.
No ailment is so trivial as to
of
warrant uncertain
methods
treatment, and I especially
solicit
those cases that other doctors
have been unable to cure.

FREE MUSEUM

-

VARICOSE VEINS

cure varicose veins in one week
and the patient need not be detained
from his business a single day. if you
Dr. Taylor's $i0,000
have sought a cure elsewhere and been
disappointed, or if you
fear the harsh
Museum of Anatomy
methods that most physicians employ
In
come to me
treating
this
ailment
Every man is invited to visit this and I will cure you soundly
and perwonderful educational exhibit, showmanently
by
a
painless
and
ftentle
ing the human, body iti wax repromethod.
Don't delay. Varicose veins
ductions.
have dangers and bring disastrous results. Ifmyyou call I will be pleased to
explain
method of curing.
SPECIFIC BLOOD POISON
OBSTRUC TIONS My treatMy colored chart, ahoirlnic the' male
Xo dangrerous mlneralfe to drive the
ment is absolutely painless, a.nd
can be depended anntoinr and affording? an Intcrcatiaic; virus to tne interior, out harm Ipp j.
perfect
every Instance.
un.,n in results
I do no
remedies
remove
cutting or dilating whatever.
study In men'a ailments, free at office. the last poisonous taint. that
I.

.

m

FREE TO MEN

blood-cleansi-

Free Consultation

To those in doubt as to their true condition who wish to avoid the serious results that mav follow neglect I
offer free consultation and advice, either at my office or through correspondence. If vour
case Is one of the few
Iirs reached an incurable stage I will not accept it for treatment, nor will I urge my services upon any
that
one
I treat curable cases only; and cure all cases I treat. My offices are open all day from 9 A. M. to 9 F. M. and Sundays from 10 to 1 only.

JheDR. TAYLOR Co,
23H4 MORRISOX STREET, CORNER-

-

SKCO.ND, PORTLAND,

ORKGO.V.
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